
ENVIRONETIC SYNTHESIS

YIxT: SIS is a collaborative effort to develop

and innovatively incorporate the newest information and tech-

nolo-"ies used in bio:redical engineerin ;, physiopsycholo _y,

computer-video c:isplay, electronic rrLusic synthesis, a-t'chitecture

a;:a e?1viro=.:'ei±tal Ula.(nln" wit1hi'n the .~rc ; :iie";:or)r of n C?rliT ;~C',T'Q

1-=enslve art-C-OIUU'1unicatiOn s;;'Stc:I:! :; t'_rleo2'y as a-plies: to Creating

a "neater i,_rmony and understanding ;;it'nin the total 'au:aan

enviromlent .
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ENVIRONETIC SYNTHESIS

Interspecies Communications 'Display

n . Pre~~:ise
,Po develop a presentation system to explore and develop
interspecies communication . Desi6ned as a self re enerative
feedclack loop, all ele.-ents therein being contingient upon
the -.-hole system in creating; the desired output/processes .

Ds . Project Structure
1 . Suujects for Li.onitored response to given environr<<ental

stia.uli : an, Dolphin (^ursiops mruncatus?), Plant (?) .
2 . Lesponse processes- and display systems : ]lectronic audio

synt'Ellesi ,-7er (Yrp), Telei:.etric

	

equip:-ent, Oscilloscope,
Video equipment, Hydrophones, Plant physiological i.onitoring
equipi_:ent .

3 . Information
a . Fhysica data clt:arts on each of the three subjects and

details on hardware oein,~; used .
. Pasis for project .

- Research to date on interspecies communication, as
related s-cecifically to i:.an, dolphins and plant life .

- Pio-feedbacl: syste .s -and researc,
- -echnical data for this specific interspecies interface .
- Future implications and applications in the sciences,

arts and nonverbal coiclimunications .
4 . Videotape documentation . '



ENVIRONETIC SYNTHESIS

Processes (subject to change with further study and develop::_ent)

(The dolphin is selected as a random point in the feedback

loop to begin the process description .)

.?espondin ; to given audio stimuli, the dolphin will provide

a certain response, either sonic, physiological, or as a

physical manipulation, such as pushing a lever . This response

in turn is converted into electrical impulses to be used

as control volta-,=;e inputs to the audio synthesizer, eneratirlg

a correspozdirg sound, determined Icy and variable wit-_-L the

synthesizer's pro yraaa ing .

A secondary tone or control (sequence, frequency, etc .)

of the dolphins output is produced by the h,,zl:ian su'O ject

(dancer), �aing monitored for specific muscle activity cy
telemetric electromyograp'nic equipment ; the task, in terms

of communications, here and throua«out the cycle, 'rein . to

produce a pleasing, cohesive and nonrando -i ., audio output,

through understanding and control of physiological functions .

Individuals (audience) viewing the presentation fray

become participants and a :key factor in the process by

hearin= the audio output and in relation to this, providing;

sensory stimuli (tactile, sonic, etc .) for the plant, being

monitored (resistance chanve) for its response, producing

the third input for the synthesizer . The combined audio

signals ,eco :.e the sensory stimulus initiating the dolphin's

response and cormleting this regenerative cycle .



The previously listed irfor :ation (ite: : : 3 . - ) is presented

in Graphic forir: to the participating audience for a, greater

understanding of the project and its meaninL .

The entire presentation-process is to be docu : aented on

video tape for live, on-doing viewin-, us %;ell as for

possible future research, and hopefully, infor~_:ative and

entertaining television prog°ra__lning .



SYSTEMS DIAGRAM FOR INTERSRECIES COM r\,lLJN I CATIONS DISPLAY


